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Questions?
If you have any questions or
need any assistance, feel free to
contact Jessica Meleskie, the
Moderator for the forum.
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Finding new ways to Network

How do I register?

A New Way to Network

The Evidence-Based
Care Web Forum is
an effective way for
those of us interested
in clinical pathways
and other evidencebased care tools to
network. Using this method, we can
communicate at our convenience, in our own
offices, to people from around the country
and beyond!
The forum is set up with various categories
where you can post messages. For instance,
there is a “Looking for...” category, where you
would post a message if there is a specific
pathway you are looking for. Messages are
stored in chronological order in each category, and the coloured icon to the left of each
category tells you if there are any new postings that you haven’t read.

Visit the site at:
http://www.gbhnforum.on.ca

You can visit the site at any time without registering, and view the information posted. However, in
order to post messages and keep track of which
messages you have looked at and which ones are
new, you must register with the site.
Once you have registered, you will receive periodic
emails from the site telling you about the latest updates and other relevant information.
To register, click on the heading in the top righthand menu bar that says “Register”. Just fill in a few
simple questions, pick a username and password,
and you are registered!

Conference Information
We are using the web forum as a way to
communicate with the Care Management Network
members. If you are looking for the latest
conference information, you will find it under the
“Conferences/Meetings” category.
You will find in this category information on the
next conference, postings of presentations made at
previous conferences, and other relevant
information.
There may also be postings in this category about
other conferences that may be of interest to
members.

Members Information
If you are looking for contact information for
a Network Member, click on the “Members”
tab in the top right menu bar. All members
are encouraged to keep their information up
to date.

Starting a New Pathway?
When any of us are starting a new pathway,
whether it is our first pathway or our tenth,
it is always nice to see what others have done
with similar pathways. Thus, we have created
a pathway registry. All members are
encouraged to post their names and contact
information under any pathways they are
willing to share in the “Pathway Registry”
category, and even attach them if they are
willing. That way, any member can see at a
glance what others have done, and contact
other members for help or more information.
We all know it is not worth the time or the
energy to “reinvent the wheel” if someone
else has already done some of the work.

